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Pip and the Apples
An apple’s journey to 

the palm of your hand



When Pip moved into the house next to 
the apple orchard, the branches were 

bare. The ground was grey. The air was cold.

Bare, grey and cold.

That’s how Pip felt too in this new place.

Pip and the Apples



Pip dragged his feet to school. He didn’t know 
anyone, and he didn’t talk to anyone.
 
At home, he stayed quiet too. But something 
caught his eye.

As the months began to pass, the orchard next door 
started bustling.

People came and went, pruning the trees. It looked 
like they were doing something with the soil too.

Pip watched and wondered.
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DID YOU KNOW?

The soil needs just the right nutrients and amount of water for 
the apple trees to grow big and strong.

Farmers prune their apple trees in the winter. They cut back the 
branches to create the best shape to catch the sunlight in the spring 
and summer. The sunlight helps the apples grow juicy and delicious



Pip watched the orchard after school every day.

Then one day, just like that, Pip noticed that 
the trees weren’t bare any more! Tiny leaves and 
little pink flowers burst out.

Pip decided to take a closer look.
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DID YOU KNOW?

Each blossom flower that you see on a tree could turn into an apple.

After a good winter’s sleep, the apple tree wakes in the spring. 
Farmers call the first little leaves that peek out ‘mouse ears’. 

Can you guess why?



“Hello,” said a voice from the other side of the 
fence. 

Pip jumped backwards. 

“I’m Farmer Polly,” said the voice. Pip looked 
up into a friendly face. “Would you like a tour 
of my farm?”

Pip nodded. 

He followed behind as Farmer Polly pointed out 
flower after flower, tree after tree. 
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DID YOU KNOW?

There are thousands of different types of apples!



From the inside, the orchard looked even bigger 
than before! Pip saw rows and rows of trees 
stretching before him. 
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DID YOU KNOW?

Some orchards produce MILLIONS of apples each year.

Many apple orchards today don’t have big trees like the ones you 
might see in your garden. Instead, smaller trees are planted close 
together. This means they can grow the highest amount of apples 
possible, and each apple has equal access to sunshine, instead of 

being buried deep in big branches.



Pip looked closely at a blossom and found 
himself face to face with a ladybird.

“Ooh, now there’s one of my little helpers,” 
smiled Polly. “So many pesky aphids try to feed 
off my trees, but ladybirds like this one eat them 
and keep them away from my apple trees.”

Polly pointed at the long grass between the rows 
of trees. 

“We even grow the grass extra long and let 
wildflowers take over parts of the field so we can 
attract useful insects. Bees and ladybirds love 
living in these spaces. And we love the bees and 
ladybirds – it works out well for us all!”

Pip nodded. It was all so clever! He had no idea 
every flower and blade of grass had such an 
important job.
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The useful goodies The harmful baddies

Ladybirds: These helpful insects 
munch on aphids, protecting 
apples from pests.

Aphids: These unhelpful little 
bugs suck on sap from leaves 
and have the power to make 
leaves go mouldy too. They can 
destroy crops if not kept under 
control.

Bees: Nature’s heroes! When 
they land on flowers to drink 
their sweet nectar, they collect 
pollen and carry it to the 
next flower they touch. This 
pollinates the flower and helps 
create new seeds.

Rabbits: Bunnies like to 
munch on the bark or even 
low branches of apple trees. 
Without its bark, a tree can’t 
transport nutrients up and 
down. Then it’s game over. 
Farmers protect their trees with 
wire so rabbits don’t become a 
problem.

Birds: Not only bringing 
beautiful birdsong, these fancy 
fliers eat up pests that might 
damage crops. Watch out, 
codling moth caterpillars!

Moth caterpillars: Super sneaky 
and super sly, the codling moth 
caterpillar eats its way into 
the apple to feed on its inside. 
Look for telltale holes in the 
apple to spot it!

Goodies vs Baddies!
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DID YOU KNOW?

Ladybirds start their lives as larvae. These larvae are useful too, and 
they grow into helpful ladybirds – so don’t dismiss them as pests, 

even though they don’t look like ladybirds yet!



Farmer Polly sprang up. “Speaking of wildlife, 
just wait until you see this!”

Pip had to run to catch up with her as she 
rushed down the hill.

“Down here is our pond,” she said. “We built 
it to catch and collect rainwater when it rains. 
Then we can use it to water the apple trees in 
drier times. But the best part is, it’s a perfect 
habitat for wildlife too!”

DID YOU KNOW?

Just like us, plants need food to grow. For them, food comes from a 
combination of water, sunlight and carbon dioxide. This process is 

called photosynthesis.

1. The apple tree absorbs energy from the sun through its leaves.
2. The leaves also take in carbon dioxide from the air.
3. The tree’s roots drink up water from the ground.
4. The carbon dioxide and water combine and use the sun’s energy 
to make a sugar called glucose.
5. This gives the tree energy to grow!
6. It releases oxygen back into the air, for us and animals to breathe!

Too much carbon dioxide is bad for our planet. Apple orchards are 
a great help with that. Most orchards absorb more carbon dioxide 

than they produce!
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Pip crouched down to peer at the rocks 
surrounding the pond. He saw frogs hopping, 
newts sheltering and lots of insects crawling 
around. 

A swan flew over his head and landed on the 
water. 

“The birds love it here!” laughed Farmer Polly.
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After that first tour, Pip went back to visit 
Farmer Polly as often as he could. 

Rain or shine, she and all the other people on 
her farm were out working in the orchard. 

On busy days, he watched machines and 
workers from his side of the fence.
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DID YOU KNOW?

There’s such a thing as too many apples! In early summer, 
the clusters of tiny apples are thinned by hand. This means 

that some of the apples are taken off the tree. Farmers leave 
just one or two in each cluster to grow into big, delicious 

apples. If they left all the apples on the tree, the fruit would 
end up very small, and the tree would be exhausted!



By the time summer came, Pip knew all about 
pruning and thinning and checking apples. 
He was desperate to taste them, but Farmer Polly 
just kept saying, “Not yet!”
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DID YOU KNOW?

The apples might look juicy in the summer, but they’re not ready 
quite yet. They need to keep growing into the autumn to become 

crisp, sweet and juicy.



Then one day, Farmer Polly finally announced, 
“It’s time!”

Pip had to watch from his side of the fence as 
the orchard became busier than he’d ever seen it 
before.

People picked, tractors trundled and bins filled 
up fast.

Harvest time in autumn is the busiest time of 
year for farmers. People handpick the apples 
then carefully place them in a picking bucket. 
When the bucket is full, they lower the apples 
gently into big wooden storage bins. Each of 
these bins holds over 2000 apples! They keep 
the fruit safe until it is sold. 

Perfect Picking
Do:
• Cradle the apple in your palm. 
• Lift it up gently.
• Twist until it releases from the tree!

Don’t:
• Grab with your fingertips. This could give the 
apple bruises. 
• Pull the apple downwards. If it comes away from 
the stem it won’t last as long.
• Shake the tree. This harms both the tree and the 
apples!
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When is an Apple Ready?
Farmers test the apples in the weeks before 
harvesting to make a decision on the perfect 
time to pick. Apples need to pass four tests.

1. Sugar: A device called a refractometer 
measures how much sugar is in the apple’s juice. 
This is its Brix reading. Sweet, juicy apples will 
have a Brix reading of between 12.5 and 16.

2. Starch: Starch in young apples changes to 
sugar as the apple ripens. Farmers paint an 
iodine solution over a sliced apple to check the 
starch level. If the apple turns black but leaves a 
star pattern, it is ripe and ready. 

3. Pressure: This test measures the apple’s 
crunch. It checks the resistance of the outer 
flesh of the apple. It should resist above 6kg of 
pressure. 

4. Colour: The apple’s colour should be bright 
and bruise-free.
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Polly hurried past the fence but stopped when 
she saw Pip.

“Here,” she smiled. She snuck an apple through 
and winked.

Pip took a bite. It was the sweetest apple he’d 
ever tasted. 

“Taste good?” asked Polly.

Pip nodded and went in for another bite.

“These apples are fresh off the tree. And they’ll 
stay fresh when they get to your home. That’s 
the beauty of buying local,” Polly smiled. “We 
think our apples are the very best around. The 
British climate means that our apples ripen 
more slowly than in other places in the world, 
giving them the best flavour. Our cold nights 
and warm days bring on their perfect colour!” 
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Pip didn’t need to be convinced. His hand was 
already stretched out, hoping for another juicy 
fruit.

“We need to leave some for the rest of the 
country!” laughed Polly.

Why Buy Local? 
Buying food from British farms means that 
you…

Support British farmers

Protect the UK’s countryside and wildlife

Reduce the carbon dioxide that gets into the 
air, and reduce food miles, with lorries having 
to travel less far to deliver food from farms to 
shops

Get the freshest, best-tasting fruit 

Know it will taste delicious and GOOD!

Always look for the British sticker on your 
apples and Union Jacks with little red tractors 
on the packs.
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Picking an apple isn’t the end of the story! 
Apples still have a journey ahead of them to get 
to your home.

Apples go into cold stores once they’re picked – 
these are like really huge fridges! The cold keeps 
them fresh and juicy so they last longer. They 
should be as fresh as the day they were picked 
when you bite into them.
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Polly explained, “Others get loaded on to lorries 
to go straight to our waiting customers!”

That autumn, Pip watched Polly and the 
workers pick hundreds and thousands of apples.

He ate at least one a day too. (Maybe more!) 

Some Sundays, when the machines were off and 
the farm was quiet, he even went with his mum 
to help. 

He finally felt that he had found a place in his 
new home. 
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DID YOU KNOW?

When they’re ready to be shipped to supermarkets, markets, 
greengrocers and corner shops, the apples are taken out of the 

fridge and bins. They’re carefully washed, sorted into sizes by big 
grading machines, then packaged and sent on their way. 
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When he went back to school in September, 
Pip felt powered by apples. He was helpful. He 
was strong. He was much more confident than 
before. He was … Super-Pip!

Super Apples

Eat an apple a day to get…
One of your five a day
Fibre in your body – perfect for helping you poo!
Water content, which keeps you hydrated
A delicious healthy snack!
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Polly even let him take in baskets of apples to 
share with his classmates. Soon, he couldn’t stop 
talking about how they grew, where they went 
next and how great it was to eat from the farms 
on your doorstep.

And the children listened! Pip smiled, thinking 
about how his apples had grown him some new 
friends.
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The days began to get colder. Pip wrapped his 
jumper tightly around him.

From his window, he could see the leaves start 
falling from the apple trees. 

But now he knew that they weren’t bare and 
grey. They were just sleeping. 

Spring and the apples would come again. 
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DID YOU KNOW?

For British apple trees, resting or winter dormancy lasts around 1,000 hours.

Apple trees rest over the winter. They need energy to grow 
again in the spring!



Pip is older now. He still goes to see Polly and 
the apples whenever he can.

Some of the trees look different, and some look 
the same. 

But all the trees stand healthy and tall.

Just like Pip, the boy who grew with the apples.
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What can YOU do?

You are the future of the planet! By supporting 
your local farms, you can make a big difference.

Remind your family and friends to buy local 
fruit and veg whenever possible.

If a local fruit isn’t in season, try another one 
that is! You might find something new that you 
love.

Leave sections of your own garden wild to 
attract bugs, bees and birds.

Reduce your rubbish, and recycle whenever you 
can. 

Don’t throw away fresh food.

Choose healthy fruit and vegetables to help 
your body and mind feel great.
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Glossary

Brix: the measurement of the sugar content in a fruit or 

vegetable’s juices

Carbon dioxide: a gas produced through breathing 

and by burning fuel and what apple trees absorb from 

the atmosphere as part of photosynthesis 

Habitat: the natural home environment of an animal or 

plant

Harvest: the time of picking and gathering crops

Iodine: a chemical used to test the amount of starch in 

an apple

Nutrient: a substance that gives living things the 

nourishment to grow 

Orchard: an area of land where fruit trees are planted
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Photosynthesis: the process of plants using sunlight to 

create sugars out of water and carbon dioxide 

Pollinate: taking pollen from one plant’s blossom flower 

to another to allow new plants to grow

Pressure: a force exerted on an object, used to check 

the crunch of an apple

Pruning: cutting back the branches of apple trees in 

winter

Refractometer: a tool used to measure the sugar 

content (Brix) in a fruit or vegetable’s juices

Starch: a substance in plants that stores carbohydrates 

and turns to sugar as an apple ripens

Thinning: removing some small apples to allow space 

for others to thrive and grow bigger



Want to know more?
visit

www.britishapplesandpears.co.uk
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